
Shallow river jet boating at its finest

BOAT SPECIFICATIONS

Run shallower and corner harder with this quintessentially designed Wooldridge, the one and only, legendary Alaskan. The Wooldridge Alaskan model combines a 
uniquely classic design with modern sleek lines and gives you the ultimate outboard jet powered river sled! Newly redesigned for 2023, the new Alaskan features more 
displacement with a wider bottom width of 5 ½’, larger windshield for improved visibility, sturdy diamond plate �oors, higher sides, transom swim step, anchor rope 
storage and more! 
It doesn’t take a lot of power for this agile, sure footed boat to display incredible handling and superior shallow water performance. The formed ribs of the semi-vee hull 
and exclusive Wooldridge jet tunnel insure its maneuverability potential. It gets on step quickly and negotiates through narrow twisting waterways to get to the remotest 
of upriver �shing grounds.
Alaskans are constructed of all-welded aluminum for durability and strength. They are available in 18’ and 20’ versions as open console, tillers or full windshield models 
that feature a large walk-thru design and broad recessed, self-draining bow for additional space and easy beach access entry. 
The Alaskans long list of standard features also includes our built-in under-�oor 36 gallon fuel tank which leaves more room where needed most as well as lowers the 
center of gravity to add stability and enhance cornering. Our stand-up gunnel design with toe-kick provides comfort and additional room inside the cockpit and a full 
width self-bailing transom shelf is handy for setting easy to reach gear on. So much more of course to the Alaskans design and meticulously thought out features! 
Wooldridge boats have been re�ned through four generations of superior boat building. Rest assured that all Wooldridge boats come with a limited lifetime hull warranty 
for the original owner.

Beam 82”82”
Side Height 28”28”
Side Gauge 1/8”1/8”
Bottom Width 66”66”
Bottom Gauge 1/8”1/8”
Bottom Gauge in Center 1/4”1/4”
Weight (open) 1,255 lbs.1,175 lbs.
Weight (w/windshield) 1,330 lbs.1,250 lbs.
Fuel Tank 36 gal.36 gal.
Max Prop H.P. 140115
Max Jet H.P. 250200
Constant deadrise 9º9º

Length Over All 20’9’’20’1’’*

Alaskan

*with welded swimstep*

Length 18’9’’ 20’9’’

18’ Alaskan Windshield shown

18’ Alaskan Windshield shown

ALASKAN 18’ & 20’ Models
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Windshield

Console - Added Features
º Welded center console with storage and shelf

º Recessed diamond plate step deck

Console - Deleted Features
º No windshield or wiper

º No storage boxes or seats

Tiller - Deleted Features
º No windshield or wiper

º No storage boxes or seats

ALASKAN STANDARD FEATURES

Wooldridge Boats 
exclusive jet 
tunnel o�ers the 
best in shallow 
water running 
and handling in 
challenging river 
running 
conditions. The 
tunnel allows the 
jet foot to be raised for protection, a clean water feed and ram e�ect. It also provides traction for controlled 
and predictable performance in tight quarters. 

° Lifetime Limited Hull Warranty to original buyer

° Exclusive Wooldridge jet Tunnel 

° Large two piece "Walk-thru" windshield w/
   tempered glass

° Recessed diamond plate bow deck

° Two all welded aluminum lockable dry storage boxes

° Two Navi style upholstered seats for driver &
   passenger (bench seating optional)

° Formed rib bottom, with 4 corrugations,
   2 on each side of keel 

° Extended bottom trim plate

° Center of hull reinforced to 1/4" thick by 15" wide 
   through planning surface

° Built-in, under-�oor aluminum fuel tank, ba�ed 

° Secondary fuel feed o� tank for kicker fuel

° Meets U.S.C.G. Standards

° Diamond plate aluminum �oors 

° Stand-up gunnels with toe kick 

° Full length Welded aluminum side trays

° Side tray storage areas covered with marine carpet 

° Welded swim step on starboard side

° 12v Power Plug 

° Dual USB charger plug 

° Moeller Rod Grippers in sides

° Full width self-bailing transom shelf

° UV treated vinyl exterior graphic

° Welded bow and stern eyes 

° Transducer bracket 

° Welded Sport rails 

° Storage under front step deck

° Diamond plate bow cap

° Welded rope cleat at bow cap

° Gas/Water separator 

° Dash mounted cable steering system 

° 6 -switch power source w/ sealed
   switches and fuses 

° Windshield wiper for driver side  

° Navigation / Running lights 

° 1,250 GPH bilge pump 

° Electric horn 

° Back lit fuel gauge 

18’ Alaskan Center Console shown

18’ Alaskan Windshield shown18’ Alaskan Windshield shown18’ Alaskan Windshield shown
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